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Kurt grew up in Jamaica and, interestingly,
he first pursued a further education in
surveying while still in Jamaica. He
attended the University of West Indies for
one year until he realized that surveying
school was not for him. He then
transferred to the University of South
Florida, in Tampa, and specialized in an
area that he considers to be different from
most people’s specializations. He ended
up specializing in construction materials
and had the opportunity to work at the
construction materials laboratory, as well
as to be part of the FDOT’s (Florida
Department of Transportation) research on
cement and clinker, ending up landing jobs
at companies like PSI and Mactec.

However, adversity presents itself when
professionals are not really paying
attention to it. And that’s exactly what
happened to Kurt. The financial crisis hit
and he was laid off, delaying his dream of
getting the PE license, given that he did
not have the required experience under a
professional engineer in order to be
eligible to take the exam. The only
opportunity he could find in the midst of
the financial crisis was as an insurance
adjuster at Geico Insurance, where the
remained for approximately 5 years.

EPISODE 36 - KURT BROWN

This week’s guest on the Civil Engineering
Academy Podcast is Kurt Brown, a
licensed professional engineer (PE),
currently working as a geotechnical
manager at Terradyne, with a lot of
experience and knowledge to pass on to
the next generation of civil engineers,
specifically for those considering the
possibility of going into the Geotechnical
discipline of Civil Engineering.

Although many things and experiences in
life may have their down moments, Kurt
reflects on how the work at Geico has
helped him when he returned to the
engineering arena. Isaac and Kurt points
out that, although engineering may be
seen as a hard science in which
professionals keep running calculations all
day, it is, in fact, also necessary to have
soft skills, such as writing and customer
service. At the end of the day, engineers
provide services and they should also be
able to get the clients’ attention and sell
their services and knowledge.
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Kurt defines the years he had to go
through without being able to take the PE
exam, and preparing for it, as the most
challenging ones. He took the Civil
Engineering Academy’s Ultimate Civil PE
Review Course in order to refresh his mind
after being out of school for almost ten
years. Kurt also shares great tools for
every engineer, and literally everyone else,
in order to get more knowledge. He
suggests Scribd as a go-to source for
people to listen to books, read ebooks and
any other sort of knowledge vehicle.

Don't forget to check out the Civil
Engineering Academy website for tips and
resources on how to pass the PE and FE
exams and reach out to Isaac at
isaac@civilengineeringacademy.com, for
any comments or questions about how the
CEA community can help you get you
license.

Resources Mentioned

PPI – PPI is our partner to help you ace
your FE and PE exams.  Use our discount
code of CIVAC and our link to get 15% off
any book you order.

CEA Community – Haven’t joined up on
our free community?  What’s wrong with
you?  J/K.  Ok, just go there and join a
group of like-minded civil engineers!

Civil Engineering Academy - If you need
exams, solved problems or courses make
sure to check out our home base;

Ultimate Civil PE Review Course - Check
out Civil Engineering Academy PE Review
course if you need a refresher on PE-
related content.

Scribd - Discover the best Audiobooks,
eBooks, Documents, etc;

Never Split The Difference, by Chris Voss  -
The book on negotiation, written by a
hostage negotiator, mentioned by Isaac;

The 48 Laws of Power, by Robert Greene  -
The book power, mentioned by Kurt;

Kurt Brown - Get in touch with Kurt.
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPeFLBZ2gk0uO5M9uE2zj0Q
https://civilengineeringacademy.com/
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https://www.scribd.com/?language_settings_changed=English
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